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Part#s
PTMINIB (blue)
PTMINIR (red)
PTMINIGN (green)
PTMINIGY (gray)

Part#s
PTBUCKETB (blue)
PTBUCKETR (red)
PTBUCKETGN (green)
PTBUCKETGY (gray)

Part#s
PTWHEELS

Measuring Bucket
Part#s
ANTA125B (blue)
ANTA125G (teal green)
ANTA125Y (yellow)
ANTA125R (red)

The Pre-Treat Buckets

The PTBUCKET is a 6gal/20L bucket with a sealing lid, 
graduation marks in gallons & liters, carrying handle and 

optional casters. The inside dimension are;
20”/51cm x 8”/20cm wide by 10.5”/27cm high.

The PTMINI is a 3.5gal/13L bucket with sealing lid, 
graduation marks in gallons & liters and carrying handle. 

Inside dimension are;
12”/30cm x 9”/23cm wide by 10”/27cm high.

Measuring bucket holds 1.5gal/6L with a dilution chart 
graphic and  carrying handle.

Available in; blue, yellow, teal green and red
Part#s
PTBUCKETB (blue)
PTBUCKETR (red)

Part#s
PTMINIB (blue)
PTMINIR (red)
PTMINIGN (green)
PTMINIGY (gray)

12”/30cm x 9”/23cm wide by 10”/27cm high.

Measuring bucket

Available in; blue, yellow, teal green and red

(green)
(gray)

Measuring Bucket
Part#s
ANTA125B 
ANTA125G (teal green)
ANTA125Y 
ANTA125R (red)

(green)
(gray)
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Pre-Treating — Easy As 1 2 3

Consistent results every time

The 4D Cleaning™ measuring bucket provides 
the worker with a simple and easy way to 

measure cleaning solution based on the type 
and amount of microfi ber being PreTreated. It’s 
as straightforward as following the visual chart 

on the inside of the bucket. 

Leak-proof, snap tight sealing lid

Both the PTBUCKET and the PTMINI come with 
a unique sealing lid. These buckets are a key 

part of the 4D Cleaning™ System but are equally 
benefi cial on their own.

Part of the 4D Cleaning™ System

The 4D Cleaning™ PreTreat bucket are a 
fundamental part of the 4D Cleaning™ System. 
They work in conjunction with our cart systems 

to hold, sort and dispose of you microfi ber mops, 
pads and cloths.  

1 Place desired quantity of microfi ber 
items in Pre-Treat bucket.

2 Fill measuring bucket with desired 
solution to corresponding line that matches 
quantity of items place in Pre-Treat bucket.

3 Pour solution over microfi ber items in 
the Pre-Treat bucket.




